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A perfect 
balance between 
architecture and 
environement



Harmony and tradition are 
the keywords to describe the 
project Stacci Rural Resort, 
a tourist facility surrounded 
by the hills of Modica, in 
Sicily. In a natural setting 
of great naturalistic and 

archeological interest like 
this the priority was to install 
the products that enhance 
the architectural shapes, by 
valorizing the sourrounding 
environement.







The architect Giovanni 
Maiorana has executed 
a redevelopement and 
renovation project of an 
ancient farmhouse, keeping 
the original structure and 
matching it with the natural 
environement. The lighting 
designer Dr. Angelo Sanzone 
in collaboration with Platek 
has opted to choose 
products with a minimal, 
simple, with a high lighting 
performance design.

From the installation of 
MICRO full inox and SPY 
MEDIUM invisible when 
switched-off, but with a 
clear lighting effect, to the 
TRIS collection, elegant 
when switched-off and pure 
light when switched on. To 
complete the project MINI 
ONE and MINI SPECIAL 
applique, with pure 
geometric lines, used to light 
the facade as service lights.









The final effect is a 
comfortable lighting 
that can be spectacular, 
perfectly in harmony with 
the architecture and the 
surrounding environement.





TECHNICAL SHEET

SPY wall recessed TRIS bollard TRIS residential lighting

MINI SPECIAL 
applique

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
190 mm
120 mm
80 mm

available colours
  black
  white
  grey
  anthracite
  bronze

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
H. 1800 mm
H. 900 mm

available colours
 .06 grey

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
H. 3600 mm
H. 2600 mm

available colours
 .06 grey

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
 200x100x100 mm

available colours
 .02 white
 .06 grey
 .08 anthracite
 .09 bronze

MINI ONE 
applique

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
 100x100x100 mm

available colours
 .06 grey
 .08 anthracite

MICRO drive over

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
Ø 95 mm
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